I better not be quoted in there...

Oh, you are.

A note from
the editor
Germanicists and Celticists, I present to you the Black Tie Dinner
Gesta Asnacorum 2017! I hope it provides a suitable accompaniment for your
revelling, both on this eve and beyond.
There are many people whom I must thank for their contributions
to this edition of Gesta:
1.
2.

3.

4.

Lauren. Thank you so much for your help with printing once
again!Gesta really would be nothing without you!
All the wonderful people who have sent in Gesta submissions
this year: James Miller, Amrit Sidhu-Brar, Robin Allez, Miriam
Longman, the person(s) responsible for filling the Gesta amphora with insightful illustrations and grammar tips. And
many thanks to everyone who yielded a funny thing along
with your ticket purchase.
The many, many, many quoters and quotees. You never cease
to impress, stun, and somewhat horrify me. Please never refrain from saying silly things. The world is (for the most part)
a better place for them.
Finally, an extra ginormous thank you to those lovey people
who made donations to the ASNC society in advance of the
Black Tie Dinner! Rhodri Hughes, Christine Voth, Emily Wain
and our several anonymous donors—we are extremely grateful to you. Thank you for helping to ensure that Gesta and the
BTD live to be loved by many ASNCs to come.

And now, without further ado, I present to you Gesta Asnacorum!
Your humble editor Gestorum,
Eve

Hall of Fame:
“I'm hyped about the nuns and the looting”- Robin
“You can now marshmallow and cream yourself” - Amrit
“No, all the sex people were too early” - James Miller
“Where's the brie? Where's the other brie?“- Alex
“Buttress is a weird word... like a mattress for your butt” - Miriam
“You don't have to eat crumpets to be a Tory.“ - Henry
“Thralls, ya know?” - Judy Quinn
“I'd kidnap James“- Charles
“I think millennials have reinvented the modesty topos”—Eleanor
"Feel free to imagine me in a skirt if it makes you feel more comfortable" Disco
“And then they put Æthelred the Unready in a shed somewhere.” - Keynes
“I've wanted to be cremated for a long time” - Eve
“When it comes to grammar, the drugs don't work” - Mark
“I am very envious of the genitive sometimes” - Ros
“It's really weird when you think about cats, because they're always naked!”
- Christina
“Is there a hyphen in "one-night stand"?” - Cassia
“Applying your tongue to a Roman Bishop” - Carlos
“*indignantly* I could tell people they're going to die” - Amrit

Gnomic poetry is often short,
obscure, and annoying. From
this derives the name of the
creature, “Gnome”.
Annoying little Buggers
according to source texts.

Another Hall, More Fame:
“Robin likes to see dogs blown up” - Liam
“I think it's fortunate that there wasn't a Sex- Dynasty” - Amrit
“Oh yes, that famous pastime of the Dutch, water-fiddling” - Robin
“You just call it strange things like a multi-oratory experience” - James Miller
Robin: “There isn't a costume for Medb.”
Ellie: “Yeah, there isn't a general bitch costume”
“Oh good, we won't have to kill Michelle Obama, heresy!” - Alex
“I can apparently make small mustachioed men.” - Eve
“I think Ruby is our deity now” - Henry
“Sorry, I'm hyperventilating because this is a very exciting manuscript.” Ros
“I'm going to give some sodomy back to the UL” - Miriam
“I've given up on being able to use this week 8 handout for anything other
than cake-transport” - Disco
Sven: “Who's a creepy dumpling?”
Ben Allport: “You're a creepy dumpling.”
“[in a bad Scottish accent] Yoghurt- it's like that thick cow juice.” - James
McIntosh
Amrit: "I like God", not "I like the goat"
Alex: “Oh yes, I see the difference.”
Christina: “This bridge excites me”
Alex: “Is that because you live a really boring life?”

We asked you for your favourite ASNC joke, fact,
or anecdote, and you delivered…
… your jokes,

your facts,

your pick-up lines,

and your other miscellaneous amusements.

ASNaCs on Beowulf:
“Beowulf is the original Leroy Jenkins” - Basha
“Beowulf is the original Mary Sue” - Eleanor
“Beowulf is the equivalent of a Michael Bay film” - James Miller
“Beowulf was dead to begin with” - Disco
“[on whether Beowulf if more of an action movie or a horror movie] I
think it's a rom-com” - Cassia
“I like the cut of your jib young Beowulf young man” - Disco
“[to Liam on Wiglaf]: But have you considered the fact that he's really,
really cute?” - Cassia

“Are you having, as Dr Dance would say, a wig-laugh?” - Basha
“You’ll work on your Beowulf triceps until you can lift 300 lines” - Disco
“I have in my pocket... finger Beowulf! Say hello, finger Beowulf!” Disco
“I think we’re getting a little too involved in the lives of the Grendels,
which is also the name of my ideal
fantasy sitcom” - Disco
“And if you haven’t seen Grendel’s
arm lately, it’s in my office” - Disco
“[re Beowulf and Hrothgar] This is a
bromance – in fact, it’s a Hro-mance”
- Disco
“[to James] Are you saying Beowulf
should wear bikini armour because
he doesn’t need it?” - Eleanor Smith

Llantwit Major Monastic Sixth Form
College — Easter Term 508
Headmaster: St Illtud
Patrick is a hardworking and dedicated student, however despite his best efforts his Latin appears to be
making slow progress. In order to improve I’d recommend that he tries reading a work other than the bible, and while his ideas can be interesting he needs to
stop assuming the reader already knows about what
he is writing. He can also sometimes come up with
wild excuses for his misdemeanours; next thing is
he’ll claim to have been unable to finish his Latin
homework due to kidnapping by pirates.
Taliesin seems to have chosen poetry as his speciality,

but he embarks on strange flights of fancy in it, claiming to have become all sorts of fantastical beasts. If he
applies himself to proper study of Latin he may yet
prove himself to be a competent poet in it, but it
would be advisable for him to forget about writing

ditties about kings hitting each other if he wants to
achieve anything with his skills.

My school has students, but one of them is a bully.
My students have brains, but they are misused.
Many of the issues we discussed about Gildas at
parents’ evening are still applicable; although he is a
bright and precocious child he must learn to stop referring to those of his classmates who are not so
quick to learn as ‘the whelp of an unclean lioness’
and ‘the dragon of the school’. His Latin though
progresses well, although at times it can be hindered
by his insistence on making it as complicated as he
can.
Paul Aurelian is a nice student and seems to be coping; however his quiet demeanour and that I am not
actually sure if he is the same as Paulinus of Wales
prevents me from being too detailed. I hope to hear
more of his (their?) contributions next term.

ASNaCs on Other Things:
“When I was on a school trip in Italy, Mr Tickle took me on a train” - Amrit
“No, that's not me, that's not how I draw snail jousting” - James
“But peaches are, like, pleasantly fuzzy” - Robin
“The minority doesn't get a voice” - Alex
“...DESPITE reading Carolingian history on the lavatory at four in the
morning” - James
“You'd have a holy colon then, so your poop would be creamy smooth
forever!” - Carlos
“Sven, are you going to take your sexy beard man or leave him for Ben to
finish?” - James McIntosh
“Historians are right bitchy” - Disco
“Is that the one with sex in the title?” - Ros
“Why are you talking to me like you're on a sex line, Tonicha?” - Cassia
“Can I just poke it?” - Basha
“Yay incest! A game the whole family can enjoy” - Ellie
Amrit: “I had a nightmare that Dr Dance rolled out from under my bed”
Alex: “Now that doesn't sound like a nightmare”
“I’m meant to be doing Irish, instead I’m doing hot Irish men” - Miriam
James: “The best phone-in question ever – Is it wrong to eat until it hurts?”
Carlos: “Hurts who – the person you’re eating, or you?”
“I'm sorry? Sex monster, count me in!” - James

#GENUINE

Further Embarrassment:
“Since Asser was on the receiving end of his lord’s largesse… I’m basically
writing Alfred/Asser slashfic in this essay!” - Sven
“Keeping Up With The Carolingians” - Eleanor Smith
“I see you’re now combining Colin Firth (collenferð) and Beorn, which is a
bit of Hobbit casting I’m sure we all wish had happened” - Disco
“I always wanted to have a capacious handbag, so that I could say, ‘Here, in
my capacious handbag” - Ros
“I don’t know where their boundaries are, and I suspect they don’t either,
which is why they’re fighting over it.” - Prussell
Emma: “I looked it up and it either meant be accustomed to, or have sexual
intercourse with”
Ros: “That’s the joy of semantic flexibility”
“It’d be like Sex and the City, but with Jesus” - Liam
“I managed to outsource the Icelandic sex to Emily” - Ellie
“Blessed Agnes the Were-Sheep” - James McIntosh

“There’s another source here, which may or may not be relevant, and which
doesn’t actually exist.” - Keynes
“Speaking as an East Angle, I rise above such political considerations…” Keynes
“The accustomed use of butter is to spread it on toast.” - Ros
“(about Fingal Ronain) A nasty little tale of great stylishness.” - Mark
“I think Eve would make a good sacrifice monk” - James Miller
“I mean that’s cow-fruit in spades, isn’t it?” - Ros

And, as a sneak preview, the lyrics to one track on Diphthong Height Harmony’s
exciting new album:
When you’ve got an unstressed syllable,
Need to reduce that vowel, it will be there for you.
When it seems that /iː/’s too far up high
Or /ɑː/ too back and low, this vowel will help you
T’articulate /æː/ takes effort
This vowel will leave you in comfort
Never ever forget the
Mid-central unrounded vowel, yes,
Reach for the schwas!
Unrounded and amazing
Reach for the schwas
The first sound in “amazing”
Reach for the schwas
And when that best of vowels comes out of you,
That’s when your dreams have all come true.
/ ɔː ɜː ɪ/, /ɒ ʊ ʌ/, /ɑː iː uː/
/æ ɛ/ then the diphthongs too
/ɛɪ aɪ ɔɪ/, /aʊ əʊ/, that’s them done
Now wasn’t that just fun? The modern English vowel system.
But wait, there’s still one vowel more
For our phonological encore
Never ever forget the
Mid-central unrounded vowel, yes,
Reach for the schwas!
Unrounded and amazing
Reach for the schwas
The first sound in “amazing”
Reach for the schwas
And when that best of vowels comes out of you,
Linguistic dreams have all come true.

More Humiliation:
“Well, actually he does believe in his own arguments, that’s his whole problem” – Prussell
“Can we eat the freshers? Charles said we could” – Ellie
“Herbal extract of Christ” – Disco
“I’ve had plenty of laundry to do before and I’ve never had dreams of death”
– Basha
“God, I’ve read too much about incest” – Robin
“You can’t just pulverise marble penises” – Alex
"I'm going to pillage this essay like no tomorrow" - Millie Perrin
“It's harder to read when you're also pretending to die” - James McIntosh
James: “Aren't spas where they remove your bunions?”
Amrit: “I think it's where they touch you uncomfortably”
Mark looks at Fingal Ronain and just starts laughing. “Oh god,” he says,
“this sentence is so stupid.”

“Why am I so terrible when drunk? I'm bad enough when sober” - Henry
“I don't think babies' nostrils are big enough for my fingers” - Amrit
“Invisibility is a very serious personal issue, Amrit” - Robin
“It’s grammar that’s kinky, not spelling” - Ros
“Bede had a lot of fun with his Habakkuk fanfiction” - Eleanor Smith
“This is one of the bits that went down a mouse... Actually, it probably didn’t: they use it for nesting” - Prussell
“Ronan does what he wants and he’s a randy old goat.” - Mark

Classic Lecture Notes
Because most people who read the sagas are historians
first which tends to have some implications: obsession
with dating (like society, eyyyyy).

Dumville used to argue that echtra were a pagan genre,
but all the examples we have are from Christian Ireland,
so he basically created it in his head. Kim McCone wrote
a whole article accusing him of being a moron and
‘accidentally’ spelt his name Dumbville.
Oh children. Be nice.

‘deeply vague’ my essays in a nutshell

Beowulf slays Grendel and receives a fancy new helmet
from Hrothgar. Gains +1 to his AC value.

A maxim is a short saying
Maxim is a name for a short child
Therefore, Maximus is the superlative
Meaning the most short

Extra Mockery:
“(re critical apparatus) Shove it all in the oubliette at the bottom of the page
for nerdy people to look at” - Ros
“I didn’t go out looking for hot bear sex, hot bear sex just happened” - Liam
Eleanor: “What’s Gwyn doing here?”
Miriam: “Chilling.”
Eleanor: “Yeah, if he was a person, but I think he’s an adjective…”
“This is the first contemporary portrait of a king doing his business.” Keynes
“Behold me not! Under the table, on top of the building, screaming…” - Mark
“[on a room spattered with blood and glitter] Is this what happens when
Rhodri dies?” - James Miller
“I need to practise my lemon-balancing first.” - Robin
“Wait let's not move on to Icelandic Pocahontas.” - Amrit
“Amrit's just weighing up the pros and cons of an 18th century orgy” - James
Miller
Miriam: “I keep thinking about what it would be like if when they talked
about dating inscriptions they were actually talking about dating inscriptions…”
Eleanor: “Do you want to establish a series of phonological changes with
me?”
Miriam: “I want to confirm the broad shape of your chronology.”
Miriam: “I’d like to see your cursive intrusions.”
Miriam: “I can’t believe we managed to come up with at least five different
inscription-based pickup lines without resorting to anything to do with
‘erected’.”
“Next time you’re at breakfast – ooh, I’ll have a rasher of Trahaearn…” Prussell
“The verbal noun in Irish is extremely nouny.”- Mark

